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On July 15th, NARHAMS sponsored
the GSFC Visitor Center’s long-
running model rocket contest.  The
contest, commemorating the
Apollo 11 flight to the Moon, was
first held in 1980 and has been
held annually since with some
exceptions.  This included a 2002-
3 hiatus when the Visitor Center
was closed and again last year
when the center closed on
Sundays during July and August.

The Sunday summer closing
reoccurred this year, but DJ
Emmanuel, the Visitor Center
Manager, opened the center
especially for the contest and
volunteered his time to make the
event possible.  If you were
counting, this was the center’s 24th

contest, and the same numbers of
years NARHAMS members have
helped run the contest.

Also helping the event were
volunteers from local councils of
the Knights of Columbus who
made the contest part of a larger
program on science with a rocket
theme (including a building
workshop, summer camp, and
talks—one by Dr. John Mather, co-
recipient of the 2006 Nobel Prize
for Physics).

NARHAMS provided most of the
staffing, the organization and the
execution of the contest.  This

included securing trophies for the
contest winners.

This year the contest was limited
to a single event—parachute
duration with an A-impulse 18mm
motor.  The event was modeled
after NAR and FAI-type
competition, but was for walk-in
participants and non-sanctioned
nor run under NAR/FAI rules.

The event brought out 46
participants and in a two hour
period, they launched around 70
flights.

The winners didn’t have sterling
times—less than two minutes, but
everyone had fun.  From our own
club, Mathew Allen, in the less
than 15 years-old division, took
a fourth place prize…an ASP
model rocket kit.  In the greater
than 15 division, Alan Williams
won a third place trophy.

Helping from our club, was (wow
there were quite a few; we will list
the names as bullets—unless you
want to read another NASA press
release):

* Kevin Johnson—Safety
Check in

* Roy Lappalainen—Rail
Assignment

* Jennifer Ash-Poole—
RSO/Firing Officer/
Announcer/Prize Giver
Outer

* Chris Kidwell—Results
and Awards

* Bradley Grant—Purser
* Roger Allen—Timer
* Scott Branch—Timer
* Thomas Ha—Timer
* Zach Ha—Timer
* Thomas Henderson—

Timer
* Mike Howie—Timer
* Tommy Macedo—Timer
* Alex Mankevich—Timer
* Ward Poole—PA setup

and Recovery
* myself—Contest

Director/Chief Timer and
a couple other things

The Knights provided some great
support with Halley Hilliard and
Mary Loutsch doing the opening
ceremonies (Halley played
America the Beautiful on flute
and Mary sang the National
Anthem), Konrad Herling (a
Greenbelt City Councilman) as
timer, John Murray as timer, Paul
Sobol as the runner and Jan
Kalshoven as a return man
stationed over the GSFC fence.
Larry Hilliard, Halley’s dad, was
our Knight contact and he also
brought a 12’ x 12’ EZ-Up canopy
to provide
Continued on page 5
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published monthly
and is available to anyone on a subscription
basis. Current rates are $10 for meeting
pickup or email or $15 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 12 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43 is
not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 700 Cliveden Road West,
Batlimore, MD 21208
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Roy Lappalainen, and
is an eight-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, 2003, 2004 & 2005

Photographs: by Roy Lappalainen, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a eMachines
D2046 PC with a Pentium 4 processor
using Adobe PageMaker.  Masters are
printed on a HP Laserjet 4L printer.

This Edition: 15 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WEB

http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS

Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYAL COURT

(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole    410-674-6262

PRINCE ZOG  (Vice-President)

Christopher Ha    717-486-4922

COLLECTOR OF THE  ROYAL
TAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS
(Secretary)

Chris Kidwell    571-434-7507

COURT JESTER

(Section Advisor)

Jim Filler    301-524-4447

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name
to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
five time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001, 2004
and 2006

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Pike Recreation Park near Mt. Airy  Md.
Check the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They
are held on the third Saturday of the month
from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park
Airport Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents
a week, with an initial 50 cents up front
(good for 5 weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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HOBBY CITY
SUPPORTS

10% Discount
NARHAMS

15751 Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, MD

Just show your memebrship card!

July 21, 2007 Launch Report
by Don Brown

Saturday July 21st was a fine day
for a rocket launch at Old
National Park. The temperature
reached the mid-80’s at midday
and the sky was a beautiful blue
with big white puffy clouds. It was
breezy (ok….windy) but it felt
very good and really did not
hamper the rocket launching that
much.

We had a good turnout with 16
registered fliers over 18 years of
age, 7 under 18 and 30 Cub
Scouts with their parents and
pack leaders. The Cubs were
there to fly Estes Goliath rockets
that they had built during a
promotion at the HobbyTown
USA Frederick store.

The range was set up early and
we were ready to fly by a little
bit after 9:00 a.m. There was a
variety of rockets flown including
several gliders, Sci-Fi, sport
scale, a flying hat, micros, water
powered, clusters, mid-powers
and a memorable bullet-like
launch by David Jarkey.
Although there were a few flights
that really did not go according
to plan, most were successful
and very enjoyable to watch.

The Cub Scouts flew their
Goliaths on B4’s and C6’s with
fine results. They had done a
good job of building their kits and
prepping them at the field. Their
enthusiasm was infectious and
the energy level went sky high
when they arrived. The scouts
also had a very special event
that day. They brought an Estes
Mean Machine that had been
painted white with a pink spiral

stripe around it that was to be
launched on an E9 motor. The
event was named “Launch for the
Cure” to raise money and
awareness for the fight against
cancer since one of their leaders
is involved in a fight against the
deadly disease. With a donation
to the cause we were given
stickers to write our names on and
attach to the rocket. The effort was
well supported and the rocket
went up with many stickers on a
picture perfect flight near the end
of the day accompanied by a
countdown by the entire crowd
and a round of cheers from liftoff
to landing.

David Jarkey’s launch that I
mentioned earlier was a minimum
diameter rocket on a G339 (that’s
not a typo) motor. It went
5 … 4 … 3 … 2 … 1 … G O N E ! ! ! !
Unfortunately for David it is now
resting comfortably in one of the
park trees.

It was a great day and a good time
was had by all. Thanks to
everyone who helped to set up,
run the launch and tear down at
the end of the day.

The club was founded by members
of the Northwestern Model Rocket
Club, Whitman Aerospace Society,
and Pyle Jr. High Model Rocket
Club.  Principally it was NMRC.  Four
individual important roles were
played by Doug Frost, Jim
Kukowski,  Jim Barrowman and
myself. Doug got the high school
club going,  advocated the NAR and
got people to sign up for NARAMS.
Jim Kukowski  was NAR Exec Dir
and leaned on us to become a
section. Jim Barrowman  came in
about nine months later after the
section was formed expressly  to be
the senior advisor and to provide
some adult leadership, which he did
for many years.  I was the NMRC
president, was elected the first
section president and provided initial
leadership and organization.

We have a club song. It only has
six words and is sung to the tune of
a Goodyear tire jingle. It goes,
“Sooner or later, you’ll join
NARHAMS.”  We also have a history
of ballads led principally by Bruce
Blackistone.

We do not have a mascot although
somehow hogs (from NARHAMS),
frogs (a juxtaposition of Doug Frost
and Frog Dust) and hamsters
(courtesy of  Greg Kennedy and he
didn’t mean it benignly or with
affection, but hey we liked it and
kept it) got associated with the club.

History is simple. Collectively high
school rocketeers came to the
realization that graduation meant no
more rocket club and NAR Section
status was a way of perpetuating
what we loved and permit us to
come together communally.

A Little NARHAMS
Background
Ed. - These are some of Ed Pearson’s
responses to the NAR section history
Questionare for a paper being prepared
by Art Nester.

�
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Reflections from Rainbow Valley
By Thomas Henderson
     It’s been more than a year
now since I got back from
NARAM-48. I suppose it’s old
news for just about everyone
else. It was little more than
another long week of flying
rockets, catching up with friends,
and getting away from “real” life.
But for me, it was not only my
first NARAM, but my first
introduction to the world of the
NAR. It was a chance to meet in
person all the people I had heard
about at meetings or read about
in Sport Rocketry. It was also my
first visit to the Southwest.

     Almost as soon as I stepped
onto the field on Saturday
morning, I turned my camera on
the sport range to photograph
the first high-power launch I had
ever seen. The next two days I
spent watching rockets, meeting
people, and wondering whatever
had become of the packages I
had sent by three-day mail to Ed
La Croix a week earlier. Over the
course of those two days, I took
more footage of mid- and high-
power rockets than I had over the
past two years at our club
launches.

     But, of course, the weekend
was soon over and competition
began. Those packages had still
never shown up, so I had to build
my competition fleet pretty much
from scratch. Fortunately, Mark
Petrovich had sent me a couple
of 13-mm duration models, which
I was able to use for both events
on the first day. It took me three
flights to get the parachute
working, but I managed to get
third place in 1/4A Parachute

Duration with one 28-second
flight. 

     Fortunately for me, there were
only four B divisioners at NARAM-
48. Apart from myself, there were
Carrie and Cody Steele, and
NARHAMS own Matt Filler. All
three were light-years ahead of
me in just about every way
possible, and frankly I was never
really even in the running. But I
did manage to put up a fight in one
or two events. On Tuesday I flew
in B Boost Glider and B Egglofter,
with models bought from BMS the
night before, finishing second and
third, respectively.

     Wednesday was F Altitude day.
My rockets, of course, hadn’t
made it out, so I threw together
“No. 20-D”out of BMS parts. I had
to assemble it on the field, barely
getting it off before the end of the
day, but it lost its fins at max-q and
crashed. That evening, I had to
present my disastrous Piston
Driven Translating Wing R&D
project, which gave everybody a
good laugh when I showed a
“Help!” video of the test flights, but
didn’t stack up against Carrie’s,
Cody’s and Matt’s reports. The
next two days I spent mostly
hanging out, taking pictures, and
doing range duty, with the
exception of two 1/2A Streamer
flights on Thursday. (By the way,
my boxes of rockets eventually
showed up on Ed La Croix’s
doorstep about a week after the
end of NARAM. He just sent them
back.)

     In retrospect, the awards
banquet on Friday night was at

once one of the best, and one
of the worst moments of my life
in the NAR. Everybody laughed
and joked, sent balloon rockets
zooming around the enormous
Challenger Center banquet hall,
and generally had a good time.
But I had plenty of regrets. I had
to go up time after time to stand
with Carrie and Cody and Matt,
never holding a trophy bigger
than second place, wishing I
wasn’t quite so embarrassed at
my failure. When I left at the end
of the night, I had more trophies
and prizes than I could carry,
and not one that I really
deserved. I was disappointed,
but I was anticipating to going
to Michigan next year for
NARAM-49. Unfortunately, I
never made it to NARAM-49, so
my week in Phoenix is still my
only encounter with the outside
world of the NAR. I’m still looking
forward to meeting everyone
again, after two years, next year
at Great Meadow.

�

Thomas R&D Presentaion N-48 Photo
by Jennifer Ash-Poole
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Sport launches are held at Old National Pike Park from 10am-4pm,
waiver up to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of
propellant.  All flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5
degrees from vertical.   Questions?  Call Club President Jennifer Ash-
Poole at 410-674-6262 or visit NARHAMS online at http://
www.narhams.org

Calendar of Events for 2007

Jul 01 01:00 – 02:00 pm  Goddard public launch
Jul 02 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Monthly meeting, UFO building
Jul 15               Goddard Contest
Jul 21 10:00 - 04:00 pm   Sport launch
Jul 28 - NARAM-49

Aug 03 NARAM-49
Aug 04 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Monthly meeting
Aug 05 01:00 – 02:00 pm   Goddard public launch
Aug 18 10:00 – 04:00 pm   Sport Launch

Sep 01 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Monthly meeting, build “A rocket”
Sep 02 01:00 – 02:00 pm   Goddard public launch
Sep 15 10:00 – 10:00 pm   Sport Launch, night launch, R/C fun fly 2 pm

Oct 06 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Monthly meeting,  Sputnik building session
Oct 07 01:00 – 02:00 pm   Goddard public launch
Oct 20 10:00 – 04:00 pm   Sport launch, FAI Practice

Nov 03 12:00 – 05:00 pm   Planning meeting
Nov 03 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Monthly meeting, glider building session
Nov 04 01:00 – 02:00 pm   Goddard public launch
Nov 17 10:00 – 04:00 pm   OPOSSUM-12, Sport launch

Dec 01 05:30 – 10:00 pm   Potluck Dinner
Dec 02 01:00 – 02:00 pm   Goddard public launch
Dec 15 10:00 – 04:00 pm   Sport launch

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-

nounce that we are now a

QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx

p r o d u c t s .

New T-Shirt! Check it out at

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a

Special Ludicrous Discount!

NARHAMS

MEMBERS

SAVE BIG!

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a 20%
discount off rocket kits, motors and building supplies!!

LAUREL    ROCKVILLE    FAIRFAX

�

Rocket Contest - Continued

shading for the timers.  (So did
NARHAMS Jennifer Ash-Poole
and Chris Kidwell for the other
staff).

The Visitor Center provided
volunteers too with Sally Cook and
Katrina Trisko doing registration,
DJ pulling recovery duty and his
nephew Jay Emmanuel helping
with early morning range set up.

Others, such as Visitor Center
former outreach manager, David
Fair, came forward and pitched in
to make the contest successful.
Tom Ha made certificates for first
time rocket flyers and everyone
who registered will receive a
certificate of participation from
NASA.

For those of you who assisted,
please accept my thanks again for
making this event possible.  It was
a high quality effort, you really did
super and I was pleased to work
with you.  It is only through mutual
efforts that we can pull events like
this off; and to do it year after year,
decade after decade is
remarkable.  I’m already thinking
of next year’s event.  Boy oh boy.

If you’re a club member who
didn’t participate, please follow
the NARHAMS calendar, see
what events you can support,
give it some consideration, join
the fun, and give the model
rocket experience that you love
to others too.
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NARAM - 49 Photos

Provided By Jim Filler
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NASA’S STENNIS SPACE CENTER MARKS NEW
CHAPTER IN SPACE EXPLORATION

BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. - NASA’s
Stennis Space Center broke
ground Thursday for a new
rocket engine test stand that will
provide altitude testing for the J-
2X engine. The engine will power
the upper stages of NASA’s Ares
I and Ares V rockets.

NASA Deputy Administrator
Shana Dale was joined by
Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour,
U.S. Sen. Thad Cochran, U.S.
Sen. Trent Lott and U.S.
Rep. Gene Taylor for the
landmark occasion. Also
participating were NASA
Associate Administrator for
Exploration Systems Scott
Horowitz and Stennis Center
Director Richard Gilbrech,
recently named to succeed
Horowitz, who plans to leave
NASA in October. Pratt &
Whitney Rocketdyne President
Jim Maser took part as well.

“Groundbreakings are about new
beginnings,” said Dale. “The first
stand was erected at Stennis to
test the Saturn V rocket of the
Apollo program. Testing of the
space shuttle engines began
here in the mid 1970s. And today,
we’re breaking ground for a new
test stand, for the new spacecraft
of a new era of exploration.”

The Ares I and Ares V rockets are
being developed as part of
NASA’s Constellation Program.
Constellation spacecraft will be
used to send astronauts to the
International Space Station,
return humans to the moon, and
eventually journey to Mars.

“This is our generation’s turn, our
time to go to the moon,” said
Gilbrech. “One of the key steps
is building the A-3 test stand. The
J-2X engine has a unique set of
test requirements. The best way
to meet them is with the A-3.”

The A-3 stand is the first large test
stand to be built at Stennis since
it opened in the 1960s. The new
test stand will be a 300-foot-tall,
open steel frame structure
located south of the existing A-1
test stand. Its 19-acre site in
Stennis’ A Complex will
include a test control center,
propellant barge docks and
access roadways. The test stand
will allow engineers to simulate
conditions at different altitudes by
generating steam to reduce
pressure in the test cell. Testing
on the A-3 stand is scheduled to
begin in late 2010.

In November 2006, Stennis’
existing A-1 stand was handed
over to the Constellation Program
for testing the J-2X engine. Tests
on J-2X components are set to
begin later in 2007.

“The engines will be assembled
here at Stennis, then subjected to
rigorous, expert testing,” Dale
said. “After that, those engines
and the rockets they will power
will travel to Cape Canaveral.
Then the finished spacecraft will
l ift off, headed for a new
destination and a new era of
exploration.”

Future A-3 Test Stand   NASA Image

Photo by Jim Filler

�
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Launch Schedule

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard  Space Flight Center

Visitors Center
1:00PM - 3:00PM

Oct 7th

SPORT LAUNCH
Old National Pike

10:00AM - 4:00PM
Oct 20th

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard  Space Flight Center

Visitors Center
1:00PM - 3:00PM

Nov 4th


